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Abstract.
This paper is a tutorial introduction to the Viterbi Algorithm, this is reinforced by an
example use of the Viterbi Algorithm in the area of error correction in communications
channels. Some extensions to the basic algorithm are also discussed briefly. Some of
the many application areas where the Viterbi Algorithm has been used are considered,
including it's use in communications, target tracking and pattern recognition problems.
A proposal for further research into the use of the Viterbi Algorithm in Signature Verification is then presented, and is the area of present research at the moment.

1. Introduction.
The Viterbi Algorithm (VA) was first proposed as a solution to the decoding of convolutional codes by Andrew J. Viterbi in 1967, [1], with the idea being further developed by the same author in [2]. It was quickly shown by Omura [3] that the VA could
be interpreted as a dynamic programming algorithm. Both Omura and Forney [3,4]
showed that the VA is a maximum likelihood decoder. The VA is often looked upon as
minimizing the error probability by comparing the likelihoods of a set of possible state
transitions that can occur, and deciding which of these has the highest probability of occurrence. A similar algorithm, known as the Stack Sequential Decoding Algorithm (SSDA), was described by Forney in [5] as an alternative to the VA, requiring less
hardware to implement than the VA. The SSDA has been proposed as an alternative to
the VA in such applications as target tracking [6], and high rate convolutional decoding
[5]. It can be shown though, that this algorithm is sub-optimum to the VA in that it discards some of the paths that are kept by the VA.
Since it's conception the VA has found a wide area of applications, where it has been
found to be an optimum method usually out performing previous methods. The uses it
has been applied to not just covers communications for which it was originally developed, but includes diverse areas such as handwritten word recognition, through to nonlinear dynamic system state estimation.
This report is in effect a review of the VA. It describes the VA and how it works, with
an appropriate example of decoding corrupted convolutional codes. Extensions to the
basic algorithm are also described. In section 3 some of the applications that the VA
can be put to are described, including some uses in communications, recognition problems and target tracking. The area of dynamic signature verification is identified as an
area requiring further research.
1.
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2. The Viterbi Algorithm.
In this section the Viterbi Algorithm (VA) is defined, and with the help of an example,
its use is examined. Some extensions to the basic algorithm, are also looked at.

2.1 The Algorithm.
The VA can be simply described as an algorithm which finds the most likely path
through a trellis, i.e. shortest path, given a set of observations. The trellis in this case
represents a graph of a finite set of states from a Finite States Machine (FSM). Each
node in this graph represents a state and each edge a possible transitions between two
states at consecutive discrete time intervals. An example of a trellis is shown below in
Figure 1a and the FSM that produced this trellis is shown in Figure 1b. The FSM referred to here is commonly used in digital electronics and is often refered to in the literature as a Markov Model (MM), e.g. [7,8,9].
a)

b)
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b

b

c
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d

d
Figure 1. Showing a) trellis diagram spread over time and
b) the corresponding state diagram of the FSM.
For each of the possible transitions within a given FSM there is a corresponding output symbol produced by the FSM. This data symbol does not have to be a binary digit
it could instead represent a letter of the alphabet. The outputs of the FSM are viewed
by the VA as a set of observation symbols with some of the original data symbols corrupted by some form of noise. This noise is usually inherent to the observation channel
that the data symbols from the FSM have been transmitted along.
The trellis that the VA uses corresponds to the FSM exactly, i.e. the structure of the
FSM is available, as is the case in it's use for convolutional code decoding. Another type
of FSM is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [8,9]. As the name suggests the actual
FSM is hidden from the VA and has to be viewed through the observations produced
by the HMM. In this case the trellis's states and transitions are estimates of the underlying HMM. This type of model is useful in such applications as target tracking and
character recognition, where only estimates of the true state of the system can be produced. In either type of model, MM or HMM, the VA uses a set of metrics associated
with the observation symbols and the transitions within the FSM. These metrics are
used to cost the various paths through the trellis, and are used by the VA to decide
which path is the most likely path to have been followed, given the set of observation
2
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symbols.
Before defining the VA the following set of symbols have to be defined :t - The discrete time index.
N - Total number of states in the FSM.
xn - The nth state of the FSM.
ot - The observation symbol at time t, which can be one of M different
symbols.
spnt - The survivor path which terminates at time t, in the nth state of the
FSM.
It consists of an ordered list of xn's visited by this path from time t = 0
to time t.
T - Truncation length of the VA, i.e. the time when a decision has to be made
by the VA as to which spnt is the most likely.
πn - Initial state metric for the nth state at t = 0. Defined as the probability that
the nth state is the most likely starting start, i.e. Prob(xn at t = 0).
anm - The transition metric for the transition from state xm at time t - 1 to the
state xn at time t. Defined as the probability that given that state xm
occurs at time t - 1, the state xn will occur at time t, i.e.
Prob(xn at t | xm at t - 1).
bn - The observation metric at time t, for state xn. Defined as the probability
that the observation symbol ot would occur at time t, given that we are in
the state xn at time t, i.e. Prob(ot | xn at t).
Γnt - The survivor path metric of spnt. This is defined as the Product of the
metrics (πn,anm and bn) for each transition in the nth survivor path, from
time t = 0 to time t.
The equations for the model metrics, πn,anm and bn, can be derived mathematically
where their properties result from a known application. If the metric properties are not
known, re-estimation algorithms can be used, such as the Baum-Welch re-estimation
algorithm [8,9], to obtain optimum probabilities for the model. It is also usual to take
the natural logarithm of the metrics, so that arithmetic underflow is prevented in the VA
during calculations.
The VA can now be defined :Initialization.
t = 0;
For all n, where 1 n N
Γn0 = ln πn;
spn0 = [xn];
End For;

Calculation.
For all t, where 1 t T,
For all n, where 1 n N
For all m, where 1 m N
Γnt = Max [Γmt-1 + ln anm + ln bn];
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End For;
spnt = Append[xn,spmt] such that Γmt-1 + ln anm + ln bn = Γnt;
End For;
End For;

Decision.
If t = T,
For all n, where 1 n N
ΓT = Max [Γnt];
End For;
spT = spnt such that Γnt = ΓT;
In English the VA looks at each state at time t, and for all the transitions that lead into
that state, it decides which of them was the most likely to occur, i.e. the transition with
the greatest metric. If two or more transitions are found to be maximum, i.e. their metrics are the same, then one of the transitions is chosen randomly as the most likely transition. This greatest metric is then assigned to the state's survivor path metric, Γnt. The
VA then discards the other transitions into that state, and appends this state to the survivor path of the state at t - 1, from where the transition originated. This then becomes
the survivor path of the state being examined at time t. The same operation is carried
out on all the states at time t, at which point the VA moves onto the states at t + 1 and
carries out the same operations on the states there. When we reach time t = T (the truncation length), the VA determines the survivor paths as before and it also has to make
a decision on which of these survivor paths is the most likely one. This is carried out by
determining the survivor with the greatest metric, again if more than one survivor is the
greatest, then the most likely path followed is chosen randomly. The VA then outputs
this survivor path, spT, along with it's survivor metric, ΓT.

2.2 Example.
Now that the VA has been defined, the way in which it works can be looked at using
an example communications application. The example chosen is that of the VA's use in
convolutional code decoding, from a memoryless Binary Symetric Channel (BSC), as
described in [2]. A picture of the communications system that this example assumes, is
shown below in Figure 2. This consists of encoding the input sequence, transmitting the
sequence over a transmission line (with possible noise) and optimal decoding the sequence by the use of the VA.

Channel
Noise

Input
Sequence

Convolution
Encoder

Channel

Viterbi
Algorithm

Output
Sequence
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Figure 2. Communications channel set up for the example.
The input sequence, we shall call it I, is a sequence of binary digits which have to be
transmitted along the communications channel. The convolutional encoder consists of
a shift register, which shifts in a number of the bits from I at a time, and then produces
a set of output bits based on logical operations carried out on parts of I in the register
memory. This process is often referred to as convolutional encoding. The encoder introduces redundancy into the output code, producing more output bits than input bits
shifted into it's memory. As a bit is shifted along the register it becomes part of other
output symbols sent. Thus the present output bit that is observed by the VA has information about previous bits in I, so that if one of these symbols becomes corrupted then
the VA can still decode the original bits in I by using information from the previous and
subsequent observation symbols. A diagram of the convoltional encoder used in this example is shown in Figure 3. It is assumed here that the shift register only shifts in one
bit at a time and outputs two bits, though other combinations of input to output bits are
possible.

O1
Input I

S1

S2

Encoded
output
sequence

S3
O2

Figure 3. Example convolutional encoder.
This encoder can be represented by the FSM shown in Figure 4a. The boxes in this
diagram represent the shift register and the contents are the state that the FSM is in. This
state corresponds to the actual contents of the shift register locations S2 followed by S1,
i.e. if we are in state 01, then the digit in S1 is 1 and the digit in S2 is 0. The lines with
arrows, represent the possible transitions between the states. These transitions are labeled as x/y, where x is a two digit binary number, which represents the the output symbol sent to the communications channel for that particular transition and y represents
the binary digit from I, that when shifted into the encoder causes that particular transition to occur in the state machine.
The encoded sequence produced at the output of the encoder is transmitted along the
channel where noise inherent to the channel can corrupt some of the bits so that what
was transmitted as a 0 could be interpreted by the receiver as a 1, and vice versa. These
observed noisy symbols are then used along with a trellis diagram of the known FSM
to reconstruct the original data sequence sent. In our example the trellis diagram used
by the VA is shown in Figure 4b. This shows the states as the nodes which are fixed as
time progresses. The possible transitions are shown as grey lines, if they were caused
by a 1 entering the encoder, and the black lines, if they were caused by a 0 entering the
encoder. The corresponding outputs that should of been produced by the encoder are
shown, by the two bit binary digits next to the transition that caused them. As can be
seen in Figure 4b the possible transitions and states remain fixed between differing time
intervals. The trellis diagram of Figure 4b can be simplified to show the recursive na-
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ture of the trellis, as is shown in Figure 4c.
It was shown by Viterbi in [2], that the log likelihood function used to determine survivor metrics can be reduced to a minimum distance measure, known as the Hamming
Distance. The Hamming distance can be defined as the number of bits that are different
between, between the symbol that the VA observes, and the symbol that the convolutional encoder should have produced if it followed a particular input sequence. This
measure defines the combined measure of anm and bn for each transition in the trellis.
The πn's are usually set before decoding begins such that the normal start state of the
encoder has a πn = 0 and the other states in the trellis have a πn whose value is as large
as possible, preferably ∞. In this example the start state of the encoder is always assumed to be state 00, so π0 = 0, and the other πn's are set to 100.
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Figure 4. Showing the various aspects of the FSM in the example. a) shows the FSM
diagram, b) the trellis diagram for this FSM spread over time and
c) shows the recursive structure of this trellis diagram.
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Table 1.
As an example if it is assumed that an input sequence I, of 0 1 1 0 0 0 is to be transmitted across the BSC, using the convolutional encoder described above, then the output obtained from the encoder will be 00 11 01 01 11 00, as shown in Table 1. The
output is termed as the Encoder Output Sequence (EOS). Table 1 also shows the corresponding contents of each memory element of the shift register, where each element is
assumed to be initialized to zero's at the start of encoding. As the EOS is constructed
by the encoder, the part of the EOS already formed is transmitted across the channel.
At the receiving end of the channel the following noisy sequence of bits may be re7
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ceived, 01 11 01 00 11 00. As can be seen there are two bit errors in this sequence, the
00 at the beginning has changed to 01, and similarly the fourth symbol has changed to
00 from 01. It is the job of the Viterbi Algorithm to find the most likely set of states
visited by the original FSM and thus determine the original input sequence.
For simplicity the four states of the encoder are assigned a letter such that a = 00, b
= 01, c = 10 and d = 11. At the start of the decoding process, at t = 1, the πn's are first
of all assigned to each of the corresponding Γn0, so Γa0 = 0 and Γb0 = Γc0 = Γd0 = 100.
The hamming distance for each transition is then worked out, e.g. at t = 1 the symbol
observed by the VA was 01, so the hamming distance for the transition from a at time
0 to a at time 1 is 1. Once this is done the VA then finds the total metric for each transition, e.g. for state a at t =1 there are two possible transitions into it, one from c with
a total metric of 101 and one from a with a total metric of 1. This is shown in Figure 5a
for all the states at time t =1, showing the πn's for each state after the state letter. The
VA then selects the best transition into each state, in the case of a this would be the transition from a at t = 0, since it's metric is the minimum of the two transitions converging
into a at t = 1. Then the VA sets the spn1 and Γn1 for each state, so spa1 = {a,a} and Γa1
= 1. The survivor paths and the corresponding survivor path lengths are shown in Figure
5b at t = 1. Then the VA repeats the above process for each time step and the decoding
and survivor stages are shown in Figure 5c and 5d for t = 2, and the same stages for t = 6.
When the VA reaches time T = t, then it has to decide which of the survivor paths is
the most likely one, i.e. the path with the smallest Hamming Distance. In this example
T is assumed to be 6, so the path terminating at state a in Figure 5f has the minimum
Hamming distance, 2, making this the most likely path taken. Next, the VA would start
outputing the estimated sequence of binary digits that it thinks were part of the original
input sequence. It is found that the estimated sequence is 0 1 1 0 0 0 which corresponds
directly to the original input sequence. Thus the input sequence has been recovered
dispite the error introduced during transmission.
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Figure 5. Some of the stages of the decoding process
a) Transitions and Metrics and b) Survivor Paths and Survivor Path Metrics at t = 1,
c) Transitions and Metrics and d) Survivor Paths and Survivor Path Metrics at t = 2,
e) Transitions and Metrics and f) Survivor Paths and Survivor Path Metrics at t = 6.
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2.2 Algorithm Extensions.
Now that the VA has been examined in some detail, various aspects of the algorithm
are now looked at so that a viable research area can be established. In this section, some
of the possible extensions to the algorithm are looked at though these are limited in
scope.
In the example above the VA relies on inputs from a demodulator which makes hard
decisions on the symbols it received from the channel. That is, whatever type of modulation used, be it phase, frequency or amplitude modulation, then the demodulator has
to make a firm decision whether a 0 or 1 was transmitted. One obvious extension of the
VA is that of replacing this firm decision with a soft-decision [10]. In this method the
demodulator produces soft outputs, i.e. each symbol produced by the demodulator instead of consisting of a 0 or 1 consists of the symbol that the demodulator thinks was
sent along with other bits which represent the confidence that the symbol was transmitted. This increases the information presented to the VA increasing it's performance. The
VA can then be used to decode these soft decisions and output a hard decision as before.
The next step up from this is a Viterbi algorithm which produces soft output decisions
of it's own [11] - this is known as a Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA). In this version of the VA a hard decision is given on the most likely survivor path, but information
about how confident that each symbol in the path occured is also produced.
Another extension to the algorithm was suggested recently, by Bouloutas et al [12].
Bouloutas's extension generalizes the VA so that it can correct insertions and deletions
in the set of observations it receives, as well as symbol changes. This method combines
the known FSM, that produced the symbols in the first place, such as in the example
above, with an FSM of the observation sequence. A trellis diagram is produced, known
as a product trellis diagram, which compensates for insertions and deletions in the observation sequence. For each of the insertion, deletion and change operations a metric
is assigned, which also depends upon the application the VA is being applied to. The
VA produces the most likely path through the states of the FSM, estimates of the original data sequence, as well as the best sequence of operations performed on the data to
obtain the incorrect observation sequence. An application of this VA, is in the use of
correcting programming code whilst compiling programs, since many of the errors produced while writing code tend to be characters missed out, or inserted characters. Another extension to the VA is that of a parallel version. Possible solutions to this have
been suggested by Fettweis and Meyr [13], and Lin et al [14]. The parallel versions of
the VA have risen out of the needs for fast hardware implementations of the VA.
Though the area of parallel VA's will not be considered in this report.

3. Applications.
This section looks at the applications that the VA has been applied to. The application
of the VA in communications is initially examined, since this is what the algorithm was
initially developed for. The use of the VA in target tracking is also looked at and finally
recognition problems. In all the applications, that the VA has been applied to since it's
conception, the VA has been used to determine the most likely path through a trellis, as
discussed in section 2. What makes the VA an interesting research area is that the metrics, (πn, anm and bn), used to determine the most likely sequence of states, are application specific. It should be noted that the VA is not limited to the areas of application
mentioned in this section though only one other use is known to this author. This is the
application of the VA in digital magnetic recording systems [15,16]. Though this section sums up the uses of the VA there are probably a number of other application areas
that could be identified.
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3.1 Communications.
A number of the uses of the VA in communications have already been covered in section 2. These include the first proposed use of the VA in decoding convolutional codes,
see example in section 2 [1,2]. It was shown that the VA could be used to combat Intersymbol Interference (ISI), by Forney in [17]. ISI usually occurs in modulation systems where consecutive signals disperse and run into each other causing the filter at the
demodulator to either miss a signal, or wrongly detect a signal. ISI can also be introduced by imperfections in the filter used. Forney suggested that the VA could be used
to estimate the most likely sequence of 0's and 1's, that entered the modulator at the
transmitter end of the channel, given the sequence of ISI affected observation symbols.
So if a convolutional code was used for error control then the output from this VA
would be passed through another VA to obtain the original input sequence into the
transmitter. The VA used in this situation is more commonly referred to as a Viterbi
Equalizer and has been used in conjunction with Trellis-Coded Modulation (TCM)
[11,18] and also on different channel types [19]. The advantage of using a VA in the
equalizer is that the SOVA, described in section 2, can be used to pass on more information into the decoder.
Another application of the VA in communications is that of decoding TCM codes.
This method of encoding was presented by Ungerboeck, [20] for applications where the
redundancy introduced by convolutional encoding could not be tolerated because of the
reduction in data transmission rate or limited bandwidth. This method combines the error correcting abilities of a trellis code with the redundancy which can be introduced
into the modulation signal itself via multiple amplitude levels or multiple phases. Instead of transmitting the extra redundant bits produced by the convolutional encoder for
error control, these bits are mapped onto different amplitudes or phases in the modulation set which ensures that the bandwidth of the signal does not have to be increased.
The VA is then used to decode the TCM codes, and produce the most likely set of bits
as in convolutional decoding. It should also be noted that the decisions coming from the
demodulator are in fact soft decisions, and a soft-decision VA has to be used in the decoding [20].
Much of the research carried out in the use of the VA in communications has been
directed into finding better performance TCM codes [21] and in the application of the
VA as an equalizer in different communication environments [19]. It was therefore decided to look for another application that the VA could be applied too.

3.2 Target Tracking.
The use of the VA in the field of Target Tracking is investigated in this section. Work
in this application area has been carried out to date using Kalman Filters for the tracking
of targets. The basic aim is to take observations from a radar, sonar or some other form
of detector and to estimate the actual position of the target in relation to the detector. In
an ideal world this would be a simple task since the detector should give us the true position of the target, but in reality various problems arise which affect the readings from
the detector. These usually from noise, be it background, signal deteoriation or due to
imperfections in the detector. There is also the matter of manoeuvrering by the target
which typically results in the modelling of a non-linear system. Another type of noise
that can be introduced into the signals used by the detector is random interference. This
is usually generated by natural causes such as weather conditions or by false alarms
from the detector and can be introduced artificially - often referred to as jamming.
11
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Figure 6. Model of Tracking system.
These problems were tackled by Demirbas in [6] where the VA was used to produce
estimates of a target's state, be it in terms of speed, position or acceleration. The method
uses an FSM to construct the trellis diagram, both the next states and the transitions between these states, using some a motion model. The motion model used is a approximation of non-linear motion. This recursive model is used to produce the next set of
possible states that the object could go into along with the transitions into these states.
A model of the tracking system proposed by Demirbas is shown in Figure 6 above.
Each state of the trellis represents a n-dimensional vector, for example a specific
range, bearing and elevation position of a plane. Unlike the Kalman filter, this method
does not use a linear motion model, but a non-linear one. It is also noticed that the number of states produced at the next stage in the trellis can increase or decrease, unlike
most other applications of the VA where the number of states is fixed throughout the
trellis. The VA can only consider a small amount of possible states that a target can
move into, since in theory we can have a very large or even an infinite amount of possible states. The anm and πn metrics can be worked out whilst the trellis diagram is being
constructed and the bn metrics depend on whether we are tracking the target in the presence of interference or with normal background noise. The VA is then used to estimate
the most likely path taken through this trellis using the observation sequence produced
by the detector. It was found that this method is far superior to the Kalman filter at estimating non-linear motion and it is comparable in performance to the Kalman filter
when estimating linear motion. Also considered by Demirbas in [6] is the use of the
Stack Sequential Decoding Algorithm instead of the VA, to produce fast estimates.
Though this method is sub-optimum to the one using the VA.
This model can be applied to any non-linear dynamic system such as population
growths, or economics, but Demirbas has applied this tracking method to tracking manoeuvrable targets using a radar system [22,23]. In these papers, Demirbas adapts the
above system so that instead of a state in a trellis consisting of a position estimate in all
dimensions, (range,bearing and elevation in this case), he splits these up into separate
12
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components and each of these components is estimated separately. So each of the dimensions has it's own trellis for estimation. The motion models for each of the trellises
needed in this system are also presented in these papers and it is noted that the VA has
to produce an estimate at each point so that the trellis diagrams can be extended.
The model can been taken one step further by accounting for missing observations,
e.g when a plane goes out of radar range momentarily. This was dealt with by Demirbas
in [24] where interpolating functions were used to determine the missing observations
from the observations received. This set of observations was then given to the VA to
estimate the true positions. Another adaption proposed in [25] uses the VA to estimate
the position of a plane when any single observation received depends upon a number
of previous observations, as in ISI.
Another tracking method has been developed by Streit and Barrett [26] where the VA
is used to estimate the frequency of a signal, using the Fast Fourier Transform of the
signal received. Unlike Demirbas, Streit uses a HMM tracker where the trellis is fixed
and constructed from an observation model not a motion model. The states of the HMM
represent a certain frequency. This method of tracking can be used to track changing
frequency signals such as those used by some radars to detect where a target is.
All through Demirbas's work and Streit's work several improvements come to mind.
One is the adaption of the VA so that it can deal with more than one target's position
being estimated at the same time, i.e. multiple target tracking. Another improvement,
particularly in Demirbas's work, is the use of an adaptive manoeuvrering model. Demirbas assumes in all his work that the manoeuvre is known to the tracker, but in reality
this parameter would not be known at all, so it would have to be estimated as is done
for the Kalman filter. This manoeuvrering parameter could be represented by a random
variable, or it can be estimated by using a similar estimation scheme for the target's position, or estimated as suggested in [27]. Another problem not considered by Demirbas
is adapting the noise models along with the finite state model. Though the tracking
model given in Streit's work could be trained.
The problem of multiple target tracking using the VA has been solved for the tracking
of time-varying frequency signals by Xie and Evans [28]. They describe a multitrack
VA which is used to track two crossing targets. This system is an extension to the frequency line tracking method presented in [26]. Though this is not the same type of
tracking as mentioned in Demirbas's work, it should be a simple matter of altering the
parameters of the model to fit this type of tracking.

3.3 Recognition.
Another area where the VA could be applied is that of character and word recognition
of printed and handwritten words. This has many applications such as post code and address recognition, document analysis, car licence plate recognition and even direct input into a computer using a pen. Indeed the idea of using the VA for optical character
reading (OCR) was suggest by Forney in [7]. Also, Kunda et al [29] used the VA to
select the most likely sequence of letters that form a handwritten English word. Another
advantage with this model is that if a word produced by the VA is not in the system dictionary then the VA can produce the other less likely sequence of letters, along with
their metrics, so that a higher syntactic/semantic model could determine the word produced. It can be easierly seen that a similar method would apply to the determination
of a sequence of letters of a printed character as in OCR. In fact the VA can be used to
recognize the individual characters or letters that make up a word. This is dealt with in
[30] for chinese character recognition, though a similar method could be used to recognise English letters. The VA could be used at an even lower level of processing in the
recognition phase than this, where it could be applied to character segmentation, i.e. determining which area of the paper is background, and which area contains a part of a
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letter. It was noted by the authors of [30] that the use of the VA and HMM in character
recognition has not been widely investigated thus making this area an interesting one
for further research.
The VA has also been used in other areas of pattern recognition, where it has been
used to detect edges and carry out region segmentation of an image [31]. Another recognition problem is that of speech recognition, which unlike character and word recognition, the VA along with HMM's have been used widely [8,9,32]. The VA has also
been used with neural networks to recognize continuous speech [33].

4. Thesis Proposal.
Having looked at the various applications for which the VA has been used, it was decided that an untapped area of research is that of applying the VA and HMM's to the
problem of signature verification. There are two distinct areas of signature recognition
[34], that of static and dynamic recognition. In static recognition a digitized image of
the signature is used and features of the handwritting are extracted for their consistency,
[35]. Measures are associated with these features and then the signature is classified as
either a genuine signature and accepted, or a forgery and thus rejected. Some example
measures are the overall length of the signature, slope measurements, [35], and even
trying to extract dynamic information from a static picture. It should be said that the
difference between the signature given and a reference signature could not be used,
since peoples signatures vary too much. In this respect, if the signature to be verified is
the exactly the same as the reference signature then the signature given must be a forgery. Plamondon [34] mentions that the off-line verification of signatures is a problem
which is hard to solve due to the inconsistencies in various static features, and trying to
extract dynamic information from a static picture of a signature can prove difficult.
The other method of signature recognition, dynamic, is carried out whilst the person
is actually writing the signature, i.e. on-line. The features extracted in this form of recognition can be either functions or parameters [34]. Typical functions that can be considered are the position of the pen at successive time intervals, the pressure applied at
different times and the forces applied in different directions. Typical parameters used
are the total time taken to sign, the order in which different parts of the signature were
written, e.g. was the i dotted before the t was crossed, and even the area taken up by the
signature.
It is proposed that further research should be carried out, and is currently under way,
into the use of the VA and HMM's in the dynamic recognition of a signature. More specifically, using methods developed in the use of the VA in target tracking and dynamic
non-linear system state estimation to that of estimating the sequence of positions that
the pen follows. This is because the signature can be viewed as a highly manoeuvrable
target whose true position is affected by noise, i.e. natural variations in the signature
itself. It can also be viewed as being made up of not just one track, but of a combination
of a number of separate tracks that correspond to the pen being lifted and put down
again to finish another part of the signature. Each track that makes up a person' signature, would consist of a sequence of positions in a certain order, where the possible positions can be viewed as the states of a FSM. The VA would then be used to determine
the most likely underlying sequence of positions, given the signature as the observation
sequence. The measure produced by the most likely path could be used as a thresholding measure to determine whether the signature is a true signature, or a forgery.
Some of the problems that will have to be tackled are the type of noise model which
should be used to represent natural variations in signatures, could it be assumed that it
is guassian? Is there a better model that can be utilized? Another problem is that of determining the various metrics to be used, anm,bn, πn. Can they be determined mathematically, or do the methods in [8] have to be used to determine these parameters. Also,
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how many initial signatures would be needed to give a reasonable training set for determining a particular signature's characteristics. Once a reasonable system is working
then research into implementing the system in VLSI technology could be looked at
since software simulations will be used to determine the performance of the new method. The VLSI implementation of the system could well be within the scope of this PhD.
Another feature that can be considered in this method is the order in which these tracks
are produced, since it will be assumed that the order in which a person signs is consistent. It is also proposed to include training methods such as the Baum-Welch Re-estimation method [8], so that the changes in a person's signature can be taken into account
since everybodies signatures slowly but gradually change with time especially during
the late teens and early twenties.
As an extension to the above work, the above methods could be applied to the dynamic recognition of handwritting which would be useful in pen based computer entry
methods. In this application each letter of the alphabet can be viewed as having a unique
signature, with the noise model taking into account not just the natural variations in an
individuals writing, but those variations between different individuals writing.

5. Summary.
The Viterbi Algorithm has been described and various extensions to this have been
covered. It was noted that the Viterbi Algorithm could be used on unknown finite state
machines, refered to as Hidden Markov Models. Also, it was found that the Viterbi Algorithm has a wide field of applications, and not just in communications for which it
was first developed. Particular attention was paid to it's application to target tracking
and dynamic non-linear equations, and it has been suggested that this could be applied
to the on-line verification of handwritten signatures. A thesis proposal was also given,
concentrating on the application of the VA and HMM's to dynamic signature verification. Suggestions were also given, where appropriate, for further research in other areas
which can be viewed as either extensions to the thesis proposal or beyond the scope of
the proposed research.
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